**ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE!**

Consider the ways of the **_** and be wise
This bird is a symbol of peace
Another word for poultry
A title of Jesus, the **_** of Judah
Birds and fish were created on this day
Christ will separate the sheep from these animals
God smote this ruler and he was eaten by worms
The first bird to leave Noah's ark
Rams, ewes, and lambs
Jonah spent three days in its belly
Cows, bulls, steers, oxen
A beast of burden, especially for Balaam
This insect destroys every green thing in its way
He set foxes tails on fire
Disciples are like sheep among these
A spotted feline in Daniel's vision
According to Job, this bird forgets her young
She rode on a camel to meet Isaac
It was more subtle than the other garden dwellers
This king had apes and peacocks in his palace
Solomon had 12,000 of these equestrians
A lamb was sacrificed on this holy night
The King James Version often refers to wild oxen as **_**
A viper is this sort of snake
The seven-headed dragon is mention in this book
The tent over the **_** was made of curtains of goat hair
Don't cast your pearls **_**
These two caused a plague of frogs in Egypt

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

___ ___ ___ __  
___ ___ ___ __  
___ ___ ___ __  

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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